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A GENERALI2ATION OF KAPLMNSKY’S GAME” 
kq&msky invented the fukwing game plrrysd on the ifiteger lattice 
point.5 (i. 1) of the plane. Two pIapzrs sltersu&4y choose distinct points. 
If there ever occurs during the play a configuration where some strGght 
M%~iteI line in the plane contains k points selected by one player and 
no points ;mywherq on it selected hy the other player, tflen the fomler 
plnyer wins. For instance, if k = \ ,_ the game is wan after the first plavcr 
makes ane choice. If A: = 2, the first plaver can always win on his se& 
and choice. It is easy to see ;also that doi k = 3 the first player can always 
win after making at must ftxer ch(dk%. 
We catI this game the restriutcd game, and we consider ;1 vxiant of it, 
the urrrest’ricted gttme. The uniestrictcd g%me has the same rules except 
that the players anay snake their choices from all the points af the pfane 
instead afjust from the lattice points. The only relevant feature of the 
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such that no point of T’ + pb or T’--$ is on a line in common with two 
points of 7”. That is, a (.T. kkonfiguration consists of k-congruent F 
configurations equally spa& In a row. Fin28 y, for any (TI k)-configura- 
tion /,, as abovdk b9 B k-lirre is % line in the plane which rcontains a point 
from T” *@’ for each I= 1 , . . . . k, k > I l For r&-l= 1 there are no k-line!;. 
‘We describe: astill more general ganrc: 
f7’, ik:bgzo~~ Two playem altcmaMy select points frotn the plane. 
The second player wins if there occurs atmrong the points hq has chosen 
$1 f T, k)_canf&uration such that none of its k-lines contain$%ny points 
chosen by the first player. The first player never wins. 
Although it appears that this game mav be infinite, we si-row now 
that in fact the second player can win in i finite number ol choices, de- 
pending on Tand k Let this number be NQ T,. k). Then if we let ITI = 
I = 19 this k just Thca~m f z WhCR WC may t&e Ilk) = I%‘( 2-e k). WC 
prove something even stronger than this beIow. 
The pruaf uses induction an k. The A4 case is a Tesult due, in the 
form used here, tcr G&i f .3 f aad independentlv t.3 A. Ckqia. We shotv 8 
here that it is equivalent to the result of Hales ind Jewett [ 11, which 
appeared subsequently. 
This ckarlv implies the k=l case of Theorem 2. For iI’ two plavers c 
alternately select points from S, and if someone must wiin by xhicving 
a T-configuration? ;ts the lemma guarantees, then the first piayer has a 
winning strategy. So if WC” take two disjoint copies of S, then after the 
first pl@yer chooses, the wcond player rn3-v be considered the first player . L 
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